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Methods in plant physiology.
Author(s) : LOOMIS, W. E. ; SHULL, C. A.
Book : Methods in plant physiology. 1937 pp.xviii + 472 pp.

Abstract : T he importance of practical work in the teaching of plant physiolo
be exaggerated and a book dealing exclusively with methods should therefo
utility wherever this subject is taught. T he book under review is divided into
Part I deals with laboratory exercises which are grouped by subjects but are
or (A) according to whether they are elementary, intermediate or advanced.
experiments have been included than can be covered in the usual course in
physiology, with the object of affording the teacher as wide a choice as poss
chapter on growth-differentiation balance includes two experiments on vern
Part II is concerned with general methods. A noteworthy feature of this sect

assumes relatively little knowledge of chemistry, physics or physical chemist
second part is intended for advanced students and those who are beginning
work; it does not pretend to meet all the needs of specialized research work
chapter is by G. W. Snedecor and deals with statistical methods, such as test
difference between two samples, regression and correlation and tests of ho
using x2 .
T he scope of the book covers plant biochemistry as well as physiology. In th
is worth mentioning that in the chapter on pigments only the four pigments
are considered; the anthocyanins and flavones are not dealt with because th
physiological significance is considered not to be established.
T he book terminates with a very useful appendix of some 33 tables likely to
in physiological work and a comprehensive index. T here is no bibliography, b
references to other books and original papers are given in the text.
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